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ABSTRACT: Exciton−polariton condensation in organic
materials, arising from the coupling of Frenkel excitons to
the electromagnetic field in cavities, is a phenomenon
resulting in low-threshold coherent light emission among
other fascinating properties. The exact mechanisms leading to
the thermalization of organic exciton−polaritons toward
condensation are not yet understood, partly due to the
complexity of organic molecules and partly to the canonical
microcavities used in condensation studies, which limit
broadband studies. Here, we exploit an entirely different
cavity design, i.e., an array of plasmonic nanoparticles strongly coupled to organic molecules, to successfully measure the
broadband ultrafast dynamics of the strongly coupled system. Sharp features emerge in the transient spectrum originating from
the formation of a condensate with a well-defined molecular vibrational composition. These measurements represent the first
direct experimental evidence that molecular vibrations drive condensation in organic systems and provide a benchmark for
modeling the dynamics of organic-based exciton−polariton condensates.
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Strong light−matter interaction leads to the formation of
bosonic hybrid states known as exciton−polaritons. The

collective behavior of exciton−polaritons has led to many
important phenomena, mainly in the field of nonlinear optics.1

While most of these phenomena have been realized using high-
quality inorganic semiconductor microcavities, there has been
a recent growing interest in organic-based exciton−polaritons
due to their strong exciton binding energy, providing a room
temperature platform for these investigations.2−8 Among these
collective behaviors, exciton−polariton condensation is argu-
ably the most relevant, as it can lead to the realization of low-
threshold coherent light sources.9

Organic-based exciton−polariton condensates share several
similarities with their inorganic counterparts. However,
profound differences in the mechanism leading to condensa-
tion exist that have not yet been demonstrated experimentally.
One feature unique to organic-based exciton−polariton
condensation concerns the role of intramolecular vibrations:
vibronic coupling in organic systems has a large effect not only
on the photophysics but also on the relaxation dynamics of
small molecules. Intramolecular vibrations have been suggested
to assist the relaxation of organic exciton−polaritons en route
to condensation10−17 and are intensively explored in relation
with different properties of exciton−polaritons.18−20 According
to theoretical works, which focus on few-level systems
describing optical transitions coupled to a single high-

frequency vibrational mode, the process of exciton−polariton
relaxation from the reservoir to the bottom of the dispersion
curve is assisted by emission of a vibrational quantum in the
electronic ground state of the molecules.11,21 Despite these
theoretical studies, no direct experimental evidence of this
relaxation mechanism toward condensation has been reported,
and the existing experimental literature has thus far focused on
the dynamics of exciton−polaritons in the linear regime,22−26

leaving the nonlinear relaxation dynamics of organic-based
condensates unexplored. Moreover, condensation in molecular
systems has not yet been achieved in the steady state regime
but follows impulsive excitation using short laser pulses, thus
requiring ultrafast resolution to monitor the subsequent
relaxation dynamics of the system.
In this Letter, we investigate the ultrafast dynamics of

condensation and probe the fate of the participating molecules
in this process. Broadband ultrafast transient absorption (TA)
spectroscopy, where a pair of short pulses is used to excite the
sample and subsequently probe it, allows us to investigate both
excited- and ground-state dynamics of the system and isolate
unique signals accompanying condensation. In these measure-
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ments we observe the appearance of very sharp spectral
features in the transient signal for exciton−polariton densities
above the threshold for condensation. These features originate
from the presence of a macroscopically occupied coherent state
with a well-defined vibrational composition. Our measure-
ments represent the first direct experimental evidence of the
role of molecular vibrations and their associated time scales in
the formation of organic exciton−polariton condensates. These
results provide a benchmark for future theoretical models and
help to design organic condensates with improved perform-
ances and lower thresholds.
Results and Discussion. To probe the condensation

dynamics over a broad spectral range, we use an array of silver
nanoparticles, supporting optical modes that are strongly
coupled to the electronic transition of the organic
molecules.5,27−29 These optical modes are propagating waves
at the surface of the array, known as surface lattice resonances
(SLRs).30 Unlike frequently used Fabry−Peŕot cavities, where
the transmission is significant only at the dispersion of the
optical mode, nanoparticle arrays have high transmission at
frequencies other than the dispersion of the SLRs, facilitating a
broadband probe of the system at different energies and
momenta. Hence, we can monitor the formation of the
condensate over a broad spectral range through the evolution
of the TA signals.
Sample. The investigated sample was introduced in refs 5

and 31 and consists of a glass substrate (refractive index =
1.51) with a periodic array of silver nanoparticles on top (see
inset of Figure 1d for SEM). The pitch sizes of the rectangular

lattice are 380 and 200 nm. A 200 nm layer of PMMA doped
with a rylene-based dye (N,N′-bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)-1,7
and -1,6-bis(2,6-diisopropylphenoxy)-perylene-3,4:9,10-tetra-
carboximide) is spin-coated on the array. The concentration
of the dye in the PMMA is 35 wt %. The absorption and the
photoluminescence (PL) spectra of the dye-doped PMMA
layer are displayed in Figure 1a. The absorption spectrum
shows a pronounced and well-defined maximum associated
with the main vibronic transition in the molecule in addition to
two other vibronic replicas at higher energies. We have also
measured the spontaneous Raman spectra of the dye molecules

to illustrate the vibrational degrees of freedom in the dye
molecules (Figure 1b). Two pronounced peaks at Raman shifts
of 163 and 174 meV can be assigned, corresponding to
different vibrational modes in this dye molecule.
The nanoparticles in the array support localized surface

plasmon polariton resonances (LSPRs), leading to large local
field enhancements at small mode volumes in the proximity of
the particles. Furthermore, the periodic arrangement of these
nanoparticles gives rise to in-plane diffraction orders known as
Rayleigh anomalies (RAs), which result in an enhanced
radiative coupling between the particles through their scattered
fields. This radiative coupling leads to the formation of
collective plasmonic resonances known as surface lattice
resonances (SLRs), that extend over several lattice sites32

and are characterized by strong scattering yet narrower line
widths than LSPRs.33−36 Angle-resolved extinction is used to
measure the dispersion of the supported modes by our
structure. The extinction of the array covered with 200 nm
dye-doped PMMA for the incident polarization along the long
axis of the nanoparticles is shown in Figure 1c. The presence of
the molecules in the PMMA layer at sufficiently high
concentrations within the mode volume significantly modifies
the dispersion of the SLRs, resulting in strong light−matter
coupling.27−29,37 The energies of the two lowest-energy
transitions of the molecules are indicated by horizontal dashed
lines in Figure 1c. The parabolic dashed curve represents the
dispersion of the SLRs in the absence of the molecules (see
Figure S1). The anticrossing between the dispersions of the
molecules and SLRs is the signature of strong light−matter
coupling and formation of hybrid plasmon−exciton−polaritons
(PEPs). We use a three-level Hamiltonian to fit the
measurements and determine the coupling strength between
the SLRs and the two molecular resonances (see the SI). The
solid blue curves in Figure 1c represent the calculated
dispersions of the lower and upper PEPs. The Rabi splitting
between the lower and upper PEPs is 200 meV.
The PL properties of the system are investigated following

photoexcitation of the sample with 150 fs pulses at Epump =
2.455 eV, generated with an optical parametric amplifier. In
contrast to previous investigations of inorganic systems, short
pulses have been used to achieve sufficient densities of
exciton−polaritons to reach the condensation threshold.2,4−6

To observe the transition from the linear to the nonlinear
regime corresponding to exciton−polariton condensation, we
increase the pump fluence and collect the PL. In Figure 2a−c,
we show the normalized PL spectra measured at different
angles (θ) from the surface normal that define the in-plane
wave vector θ= π

λ
k sinp

2 , for a pump fluence below (a), at

(b), and above (c) threshold. Below threshold, we see the
enhanced spontaneous emission at the energies and wave-
vectors that correspond to the LSPRs of the nanoparticles and
the SLR. Similar to the extinction measurements (see Figure
1c), we see that the emission from the SLR vanishes at kp = 0,
due to its dark character (reduction of radiation losses) as a
consequence of the electromagnetic field symmetry for zero
parallel momentum. This effect has been discussed before5,38

and is of fundamental relevance for the condensation of
exciton−polaritons in plasmonic systems. For pump fluences at
and above the threshold, we see in Figure 2b,c the emergence
of a sharp emission peak at the frequency of the dark SLR and
zero momentum. This peak corresponds to the emission from
the exciton−polariton condensate. Figure 2 shows the

Figure 1. (a) Absorption (yellow) and photoluminescence (red)
spectra from a bare layer of PMMA doped with dye molecules. In
green is shown the emission from the layer on top of the array of
nanoparticles and above the condensation threshold. (b) Spontaneous
Raman spectrum of the dye molecules. The two main Raman peaks at
163 and 174 meV are indicated. (c) Extinction dispersion of the array
covered with a PMMA layer doped with dye. The dashed lines
represent the two strongest vibronic transitions in the dye molecule,
while the dashed curve is the dispersion of the SLR. The solid curves
illustrate the dispersion of PEPs obtained from a coupled oscillator
model. Inset: SEM image of the array of nanoparticles.
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collected PL intensity at the energy of the condensate and zero
momentum as a function of the absorbed pump fluence. The
threshold for condensation is resolved upon increasing the
pump fluence, and the transition to the nonlinear regime in the
emission becomes evident. The spectrum of the PL at P =
1.2Pth is shown in Figure 1a as a green shaded area. Other
important characteristics of condensates are the blue-shift of
the emission due to polariton−polariton interactions, followed
by the red-shift as the polariton reservoir is depleted (see
Figure S2), and the extended spatial coherence, which we have
observed from autocorrelation measurements of the emission
(Figure S3). These two phenomena are described in detail in
ref 31. Following the nonresonant pumping of the molecules, a
large fraction of the excited-state population can occupy either
the so-called dark states that are formed due to the collective
coupling of the molecules to SLR or incoherent (uncoupled)
excitonic states. Both of these states can act as a reservoir for
the formation of exciton−polaritons. This large population is
due to the high density of states associated with the incoherent
states and dark states.8 Since the energy of the vibrational
quanta in the molecules (Figure 1b) is comparable to the Rabi
splitting energy (200 meV), an efficient energy relaxation
channel from the reservoir to the lower polariton state
becomes available that can directly populate the PEP
condensate (coherent states), in addition to the emission of
one quantum of vibrational energy in the ground state of the
molecule.11,17,21,39 The schematic representation of this
process known as the vibrationally assisted radiative process is
illustrated in Figure 2e.11

Transient Absorption Experiments. To have insight in the
processes involved at the molecular level after photoexcitation,
we need to study the dynamics of PEPs and the possible

relaxation mechanisms at different pump fluences. For this
purpose we use an ultrafast transient absorption (TA)
spectroscopic technique. A detailed schematic of the setup is
available in the SI. The sample is pumped with 150 fs pulses
with an energy of Epump = 3.1 eV and is probed with a
broadband supercontinuum pulse generated in a sapphire
crystal by pumping it at E = 1.55 eV. Note that the sample is
pumped under an angle of approximately 10°; i.e., PEPs are
not pumped resonantly, and it is probed at normal incidence.
The measured TA is defined as ΔT/T0, where ΔT is the
difference in transmission with and without the pump, and T0
is the transmission without the pump. The TA quantifies the
changes of the transmission of the probe in the presence and
absence of the pump for different time delays. Since polariton
lasing (emission from the condensate) also occurs from the
sample at normal incidence, we implement a dual-modulation
scheme on both probe and pump pulses to remove the time-
integrated lasing signal, which is collinear to the probe and is
generated if the pump fluence is above threshold (see Figure
S4 and the setup description in the SI).40

We first investigate the dynamics of the strongly coupled
system at low excitation fluences (0.65Pth) in Figure 3a. The
TA data are shown up to 100 ps after excitation. The binned
temporal evolution of the TA in the energy range between 2.14
and 2.245 eV is shown in Figure 3b. The TA measurement
exhibits two main bands of positive signal corresponding to the
ground-state bleach (E ≈ 2.4 eV and E ≈ 2.2 eV) and
stimulated emission (E ≈ 2.2 eV and lower energies),
consistent with the steady-state absorption and PL spectra.
Additionally, a Fano-like shape in the vicinity of E = 2.1 eV is
observed. This Fano resonance corresponds to the guided-
mode in PMMA also observed in the extinction measurements

Figure 2. Angle-resolved photoluminescence of the sample with pump fluence of (a) P = 0.7Pth, (b) P = Pth, and (c) P = 1.1Pth. (d) Intensity of the
emission in the direction normal to the surface (zero parallel momentum) as a function of the absorbed pump fluence. (e) Theoretical model
proposed in ref 11 describing the vibrationally assisted radiative process responsible for organic exciton−polariton condensation.
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(Figure 1c), as the nanoparticle array facilitates the coupling of
the incident light into the thin guiding layer. The perturbation
of the refractive index of the dye-doped PMMA layer by
photoexcitation of the molecules gives rise to this Fano-like
bleach signal, which follows the decay of the photoexcited dye.
We examine the time-evolution of the sample by looking into
the decay dynamics obtained between E = 2.14 eV and E =
2.245 eV (see Figure 3b). The decay dynamics contains two
exponential terms with fast and slow components with
corresponding lifetimes of 12.9 and 136 ps. The slow decay
is associated with the lifetime of the exciton,3,4 while the fast
decay could be associated with processes such as nonradiative
energy transfer between molecules or to the decay into surface
plasmons.41 To have a more comprehensive study, we have
measured the TA of the bare layer of the dye in PMMA at
three different pump fluences to estimate the intrinsic
photophysical processes involved in the molecules by
excluding the roles of plasmonic quenching and PEP
condensation (see the SI). Similar to the previous case, the
dynamics of the bare molecules consists of two exponential
terms with slightly longer lifetimes of 23.6 and 142 ps.
To study the influence of PEP condensation on the

dynamics of the molecules and its impact on the TA signal,
we carry out pump−probe experiments at fluences above the
threshold (Figure 4a). Similar to the previous measurements,
the time-evolution of the TA signal above the threshold
comprises a long-lived signal (77 ps), that is related to the
lifetime of the excitons; however, a fast decaying component,
with very sharp spectral features, appears shortly after
photoexcitation (≈2 ps). These features consist of dips in
the TA, overlapping with the previously observed broad bleach
features, and decaying within a few ps (≈10 ps). We note that
we do not observe any similar transitions in the stimulated
emission signals at the lower energies.
In Figure 4b, we have plotted the spectra at t = 1, 3, and 10

ps after excitation to highlight better the features observed in
Figure 4a. The corresponding energy associated with the
observed dips in the spectra are marked with colored arrows in
the t = 3 ps spectrum. By subtracting the energy at which the
PEP lasing occurs (EPEP = 2.024 eV, see Figure 1a) from the
energy of the marked features in the TA spectra, we obtain the
values shown in Table 1. Additionally, the values of the two
most prominent peaks in the vibrational energy of the
molecules obtained from the Raman spectrum that are close
to the Rabi splitting energy (see Figure 1b) are also listed in
Table 1. There is an excellent agreement between the energy of
the transient features in Figure 4 and the energies obtained

from the Raman spectrum that suggests the important role of
the molecular vibrations in the formation of the organic PEP
condensates and its ultrafast dynamics.10,11,17,39 Note that the
TA signals that have been measured are generated on the basis
of Franck−Condon transitions via the nonlinear optical
response function. By performing visible pump−probe
measurements, we will most readily observe the presence of
modes which are coupled to the electronic transition (e.g.,
Raman active modes). Other nonlinear spectroscopic
techniques that access information about the role of IR active
modes could also provide extra insight about the internal
dynamics of organic exciton−polariton condensates.
To qualitatively explain the sharp transient features in the

TA shortly after photoexcitation, we refer to the role of
vibrationally assisted radiative emission in the PL and
condensation of PEPs as discussed earlier: following excitation,

Figure 3. (a) Temporal evolution of the TA spectra for excitation
fluences below threshold (P = 0.65Pth). (b) Binned temporal
evolution of the TA in the energy range between 2.14 and 2.245 eV.

Figure 4. (a) Temporal evolution of the TA spectra for an excitation
fluence above threshold (P = 2.75Pth). (b) TA spectra at t = 1, 3, and
10 ps. The arrows indicate the dips in the TA at E1 = 2.187 eV and E2
= 2.199 eV. (c) Temporal evolution of the TA spectra for P = 2.75Pth
at energies of E1 = 2.187 eV (blue), E2 = 2.199 eV (red), and E3 =
2.245 eV (green). The different shaded areas correspond to different
decay regimes.

Table 1. Comparison of the Energy Dips in TA Signal with
the Most Intense Peaks in the Raman Spectruma

E1 (meV) E2 (meV)

TA spectra 163 ± 1 175 ± 1
Raman 163 ± 0.2 174 ± 0.2

aNote that the uncertainties are the resolution of the spectrometers.
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nonresonantly excited molecules quickly thermalize in less than
2 ps to form the exciton reservoir at E ≈ 2.2 eV. At sufficiently
high excitation densities, a fraction of the population from the
exciton reservoir (incoherent state) decays into the non-
equilibrium PEP condensate in addition to the emission of a
vibrational quanta in the ground state (see Figure 2e). The
presence of the vibrational quanta in the ground state is
associated with the population of the ground-state energy
levels, resulting in the reduction of the transient signal (i.e., less
positive ΔT/T0) in the pump−probe experiment.
It should be noted that sharp spectroscopic features in

organic systems at room temperature in the condensed phase
are rare, due to the (in-)homogeneous broadening arising from
system−bath coupling. The observation of sharp features in
spectroscopic measurements is typically associated with
transitions possessing extended coherence as expected for a
condensate. The time scales and energies of these sharp
features are also consistent with the characteristics belonging
to the polariton condensate, which corresponds to coupled
photons and molecules occupying a well-defined macroscopic
state, possessing a well-defined vibrational composition.
To have a deeper insight in the time scales of the features

appearing in the TA signal as a result of the condensation, we
look into the time-evolution of the TA signal at E = 2.187 eV
(blue) and E = 2.199 eV (red) in Figure 4c, i.e., at the energies
of the dips in the TA spectra. We compare the decay of these
two energies with the decay at E = 2.245 eV (green), where
there are no signatures of vibrational modes. The decay at E =
2.187 eV shows three distinguishable regimes as time proceeds.
The first decay regime begins immediately after photo-
excitation and corresponds to the thermalization of hot states
and the accumulation of excitons in the exciton reservoir. This
regime is followed immediately by the second decay regime
with a short lifetime of τ = 1.4 ± 0.15 ps that corresponds to
the ultrafast formation of the condensate. Finally, the third
regime appears with the lifetime of τ = 60 ± 2 ps that
corresponds to the decay of the excitonic state with a longer
lifetime. The same three regimes can also be distinguished for
decay at E = 2.199 eV (red). However, this behavior is
significantly different for E = 2.245 eV (green), where it can be
seen that this decay manifests a biexponential behavior (with τ1
= 4 ± 1 ps and τ2 = 80 ± 6 ps) that has been also observed for
the bare molecular film at similar pump fluences (see Figure
S5). We have repeated the TA measurements for different
pump fluences above threshold. These measurements are
shown in Figure 5, where we can see that the sharp features in
the TA appear at earlier times as the fluence is increased. This
behavior can be intuitively expected due to the higher density
of exciton−polaritons at higher fluences and the concomitant
increase of the interactions that lead to a faster condensation.
Assigning the precise spectroscopic origin of the condensate

signal, based on the third-order optical polarization measured
in the TA experiment, in the absence of a general theory of
nonlinear spectroscopy of exciton−polaritons is very challeng-
ing and out of the scope of this Letter.42 However, our
measurements demonstrate the importance of the vibrational
relaxation mechanism of organic molecules in driving the
excitons from the reservoir toward condensation on the scale
of individual molecular bonds and the time scale that are
involved upon photoexcitation until formation of the PEP
condensate.
In conclusion, we have measured the spectroscopic signatures
of formation and decay of organic plasmon−exciton−polariton

condensates at room temperature using ultrafast transient
absorption spectroscopy. By using an open cavity, we are able
to probe the transient absorption over a large bandwidth,
following the dynamics of the strongly coupled system via
several optical transitions. These measurements provide new
insights on the time scales and mechanisms for condensation
in organic systems. Most notably, we measure sharp transitions
in the nonlinear signals originating from the vibrational degrees
of freedom of the molecule, which mediate the relaxation of
excitons from the reservoir into the plasmon−exciton−
polariton states. Future studies using resonant pumping and
at cryogenic temperatures can provide additional information
on the relaxation, in order to optimize conditions for
condensation in these systems and to push organic exciton−
polaritons lasing toward lower thresholds.
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